Example Day in the life of a Wilderness Player 2020
2020 Minnesota Wilderness Practice protocol
1. Before departing for the rink, players will do a Covid-19 self-assessment. If a
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player answers “Yes” to any of the Covid-19 questions the player will not be
permitted to come to the rink. The player will immediately contact the team
protocol officer for the next steps the player should take.
Upon arrival at the main entrance of Northwoods Credit Union Arena, players
will properly apply a face covering that covers mouth and nose.
One at a time, players will proceed to the daily check in area while maintaining 6
feet social distancing. Players will fill out a COVID-19 final check with Team
Protocol Officer. Players will have an oral temperature taken and must be below
100.4 F. Only at that time will players be allowed to proceed to their designated
locker room.
Players will continue to wear their face covering that covers both nose and mouth
the entire time they are in the locker room until they are departing to go onto the
ice.
During practice, each player will have their own personal water bottle and sweat
towel designated by their player number. They are to only use that water bottle
and towel. Post practice they will be removed, cleaned, and sterilized by
wilderness staff.
Players will depart the rink to their designated locker room in a staggered series
to allow players to undress, shower, and immediately depart the rink.
There will be no loitering around after practices. The only reason that a player will
stay after practice is for a designated film session or for medical treatment.
There will be NO EXCEPTIONS to these rules.

If you have any questions, please reach out to our designated Wilderness TPO Officer.

Minnesota Wilderness Team Protocol Officer:
Athletic Trainer Jarret Byrnes | 218-464-7027
jarret.byrnes@slhduluth.com

